INGREDIENTS:
~ carp

~ milk

~ ﬂour

~ frying fat

Rinse and dehumidify the gutted carp.
Slice the ﬁsh across the torso. Clean ﬁshbone
as accurately as possible. Put into a bowl,
pour over with milk and put into the fridge
for about 1-2 hours.
Heat the frying pan with the fat.
Coat the ﬁsh with ﬂour and put it in the
frying pan. Fry for about 5-7 minutes
on medium heat until the bottom of the carp
is browned. Turnover and fry again for about
5 minutes. Fry the sides for 2-3 minutes
and remove the ﬁsh from the pan. Pour out
the fat, clean the pan and fry other pieces
of the ﬁsh.

INGREDIENTS:

INGREDIENTS:

~ 200 g of prunes
without seeds
~ 200 g of dried ﬁgs
~ 80 g of sugar
~ a small piece of cinnamon
~ skin and juice of half
of a lemon

~ 0.5 l of beetroot acid
~ soup vegetables (without cabbage)
~ allspice, bay leaf
~ 100 g of dried mushrooms
~ 5-6 fresh beetroots
~ a glass of red wine
~ pepper, salt, sugar and garlic
(according to one’s taste)

Wash the fruit and cover them with
2 litres of water.
Set the fruit aside for 2 hours. Wash lemon
skin and scald it with boiling water.
Cook the fruit separately in water in which
they were soaked. Boil ﬁgs with half
of the sugar, juice and lemon zest for
5 minutes. Add cinnamon and the rest
of the sugar. Boil it only once. Mix both
compotes (remove lemon zest and
cinnamon). Serve at room temperature.
Compote can be also prepared without ﬁgs
but with the addition of dried apricots,
apples and pears.

Wash the mushrooms, soak them overnight
then boil and strain. Boil the beetroot juice
with vegetables and spices. Pour through
a sieve. Mix with mushroom
decoction. Add beetroot acid
according to the following
proportions: ¾ of mixed
decoction, ¼ of acid. Heat borscht until
boiling, but do not allow it to boil.
Flavour with pepper, salt and sugar
according to one’s taste. Add a glass
of wine. Cover with grated garlic.
Pour through a sieve ﬁlled with raw grated beetroot.
Serve with small mushroom dumplings.

III. TAKE THE
STUFFING DIRECTION!

IV. ACHIEVE THE ULTIMATE GOAL:
FORM AND COOK YOUR
DUMPLINGS!

I. PREPARE THE DRIED
BOLETUS!

~ mushrooms from the forest
(see point I)
~ 1 ½ cup of hot water
~ 1 onion
~ oil
~ pepper and salt

Dry boletus collected in summer or autumn. One day before

Strain boletuses and chop them into

a shape of a little (Napoleon’s!) ravioli. Cook in a parge pot

preparing dumplings take about 50 g of mushrooms and pour

small pieces. Chop the onion. Heat the

with boiling water with salt and tablespoon of oil.

the over with hot water. Next day you will do everything else!

oil on the frying pan and fry

Take the dumplings out of the water when they come out

mushrooms with onion. Season with

to the surface (after about 3 minutes).

Spread the ﬂour around the dough and knead it. Divide
into a few parts. Roll up each part until it will be about
2 mm thick. Slice them into squares with side length
of about 4 cm. Put a spoon of stuﬃng on every square.
Bend diagonally and stick edges together. Mould dumpling
roll in order to connect opposite corners – form

salt and pepper according to one’s

II. PREPARE THE DOUGH…
WITH TENDERNESS
~ 500 g of wheat ﬂour

Sieve the ﬂour into a bowl, add salt. Brew with hot

~ 1 cup of hot water

water, add oil and knead until the dough is smooth

~ ¼ cup of oil

and soft. Wrap in food wrap and… don’t nag it

~ pinch of salt

(leave it for half an hour at room temperature).

taste.

Bon appétit!

DUMPLING DOUGH:
~ 4 cups of ﬂour
~ 2 teaspoons of salt
~ 1 spoon of oil
~ approx. 2 cups of hot water

STUFFING:
~ 600 g dried mushrooms
~ 1 kg of sauerkraut
~ 1 carrot
~ 1 parsley
~ 3 small onions
~ salt and pepper

DUMPLING DOUGH:

STUFFING:

Sift the ﬂour through a sieve, add salt

Rinse your mushrooms, pour cold water and leave

and oil. Knead the dough gradually adding

for 6 hours or overnight. The next day, boil it and add

hot water (at the beginning you can help

peeled carrots and parsley. Cook until vegetables are soft.

yourself with a spoon in order not to get

At the end of cooking, season with salt and pepper.

burnt). Knead the dough until it is soft

Boil cabbage with the addition of salt until it is soft.

and ﬂexible (for approx. 15 minutes).

Dry carefully. Mushrooms, carrot and parsley should be

Cover with a warm bowl (about 3 - 5 min).

carefully dried. Grind the vegetables with cabbage in meat

Dumplings should be cooked in boiling

grinder (use sieve with large mesh). Glaze onions

water until they are soft.

on the frying pan with oil. Add it to the stuﬃng.
Combine all ingredients. Season with salt and pepper.

DOUGH:
~ 4 cup of ﬂour
~ 4 dag of fresh yeast

Kulebiak is a dish that has its roots in the borderland ciusine.
Its Podlachian version is prepared with stuﬃng consisting of sauerkraut
and mushrooms. It is perfect for fast days.

~ 8-10 spoons of hot water

Boil sauerkraut together with mushrooms. Similarly, cook carrots

~ 8-10 spoons of oil

and parsley. Grind everything together after cooling. Fry diced onions

~ salt

until they turn golden and add the rest of ingredients of the stuﬃng.

STUFFING:

Put the ﬂour in a large container and crush the yeast in it. Add water,

~ 0,5 kg of sauerkraut

is too brittle, you can add the same amount of oil and water again.

Mix everything and season with salt and pepper.

oil and salt. Carefully mix and knead everything together. If the dough

~ 1-2 carrot
~ 1-2 parsley
~ 2 onions
~ dried mushrooms
~ fresh mushrooms
~ salt
~ peper

When the dough is ﬁnely kneaded, cut it into two pieces and roll out.
Spread the stuﬃng evenly on each of the pieces. Wrap everything
together and stuck the sides of the roll tightly in order to prevent sideway
getting out of the stuﬃng. Put the rolls prepared in such way on the
baking sheet and leave it in under cover for about 30 minutes
(until the dough rises).
When the bough rises, place the roll in the oven for about 30-35 minutes
at the temperature of 170°C.

How to do it and not get into a snowdrift
Put 4 beetroots into the oven preheated up to 180°C for 40 minutes. No slow food here, we go straight
to the point. Pour the oil into a pot which size is comparable to motorcycle helmet (crate a layer of about 0.5 cm).
After warming the pot, put previously prepared bouillon set into it. Fry until the vegetables are brown, add
chopped onion and the rest of the ﬁsh (parts which were left over after cutting four equal pieces).
Add spices from the mortar. Fry for 4 minutes and stir intensively. Add garlic. When the garlic is brown,

INGREDIENTS:
~ 4 healthy red beetroots
skinned and cut in half

~ carrot, leek, celery, parsley
bouillon vegetables cut into tin slices

~ beetroot-sized onion
cut into cubes

~ juniper, black pepper
and allspice
crushed with mortar and pestle

~ 4 small cloves of garlic
cut into small cubes

pour 4 small cups of boiling water. Cook everything for 10 minutes and add roasted beetroots chopped into

~ pieces of kale
roasted in an oven
together with beetroot
(they should be already
crispy but still green)

~ 4 fairy big pieces of cod
sirloin or your favourite ﬁsh
without bones, fried in olive oil just before serving

~ 4 sets consisting of kopytka (Polish potato dumplings)
each, boiled and fried together with ﬁsh just before serving

~ 18% sour cream or yogurt (if someone wants to replace the taste with penance)

big cubes to the stock. Cook for 5 more minutes.
Mix the content of the pot with a hand-held blender in order to achieve a smooth dough. Mixing can take
a while.
Pour a medium ladle of beetroot cream into a deep plate. Put fried piece of a ﬁsh and golden-fried kopytkas
in the middle of the plate. Add four spoons of cream and pour over with a few trickles of olive oil. Finally,
add a piece of crispy kale.
Finish!

MUSHROOM STUFFING:

DOUGH:

~ 60g of dried mushrooms
~ 50g of onion
(1 medium sized onion)
~ 20g of bread crumbs
~ salt, pepper
~ 1 hard roll
~ 20g of fat

~ 250-300 g of ﬂour
~ 150 g of yeast
~ 50 g of sugar
~ half cup of milk
~ 1 egg
~ 1 yolk
~ 40 g of fat (margarine or butter)

Wash the mushrooms, soak them

Mix yeast with sugar and leave it for 2-3 minutes.

for a few hours, boil them in a way

Sieve the ﬂour onto the pastry board. Add margarine or butter.

that only a small amount of broth

Chop everything. Add egg, yolk, pinch of salt, yeast leaven

is formed. Fry the onions until

and milk. Continue to chop with a large knife until the mass

they are golden. Soak the roll in broth

integrates. Quickly knead the dough and leave to rise. Next, roll

and squeeze. Grind strained mushrooms,

out a rectangle about 1 cm thick. Cut out round pancakes with

onion and roll. Add bread crumbs, spices

a diameter of 6-7 cm. Put the ﬁlling on the centre and stick like

and mix everything.

dumplings or rolls.

Lay the patties on a baking sheet smeared with butter and dusted with ﬂour. When the mass rises smear it
with a beaten egg. Put the patties into a preheated oven and bake for about 25 minutes at 180–200°C.

INGREDIENTS:
~ 2 large handfuls
of dried mushrooms
~ large onion
~ 1-2 potatoes

~ 1 egg
~ 1 dried roll
~ spices: salt, herbal
pepper
~ frying oil

INGREDIENTS:
~ 1kg of salinat
herring
~ 3 oranges

Wash mushrooms thoroughly and soak them

~ 1 lemon

for two hours in a small amount of water. Boil them.

~ 1 red onion

Boil potato in peels. Peel potatoes. Strain the

~ half bunch

mushrooms (stock can be used for soup or sauce).
Put them into the grinder with potatoes
and raw onion. Soak the roll in water, squeeze,
add to the mushrooms and mix well after adding
an egg. Add spices according to one’s taste.

of parsley
~ freshly ground
pepper
~ oil

Place herring ﬁllets in a pot. Rinse them three times with cold water.
Pour them with water for the fourth time and leave for 2 hours
in order to get rid of salt.
Next, cut ﬁllets into diagonal pieces.
Cut the onion into slices. Oranges and onions should be scalded. Cut the half
of the orange oﬀ and leave it for decorative purposes. Peel other oranges
and squeeze the juice out of them. Cut the parsley.
Herrings mixed with onion and parsley should be placed in a one big jar or in a
few smaller ones. Press the orange slices on sides in order to decorate the dish.
Next, prepare the marinade: fruit juice, grated orange peel, honey, oil and freshly
ground pepper. Mix thoroughly and cover the herring. Screw the lid on the jar or jars
and put the dish into the fridge for at least 24 hours or preferably for entire 2 days.

Form small cutlets. Fry on hot oil until both sides
are golden brown. Serve hot. Enjoy your meal!

Note: The onion should be blanched when the dish is to last longer than 2-3 days. Raw onion will start to ferment in oil after a few days and the
herring will not be edible. In order to prevent this, the onion should be poured with boiling water or slightly fried.

KLUSKI:
~ 550 g of ﬂour
~ 1 egg
~ approx. 300 ml of hot water
~ ¼ cup of rape oil
~ pinch of salt

Boil the milk and pour it over the poppy seed.
Leave it for 30 minutes.
Mix ﬂour with salt, egg, scald with hot water and add oil at
the end. Knead in order to achieve an elastic dough. Roll
out on the table covered with ﬂour. The dough
should be about 2- mm thick. Cut the dough into
strips about 2 cm wide. Place them one on another
and cut them diagonally into rhombuses.

POPPY SEED:
~ 300 g of poppy
~ 1 cup of milk
~ 200 g of walnuts
~ 80 g of raisin
~ 50 g of almond ﬂakes
~ almond ﬂavour
~ 40 g of orange peel
~ 3 spoons of honey
~ 1 spoon of oil

Boil water with a pinch of salt in a large pot.
Cook noodles in batches. Take them out with
a slotted spoon when they start to ﬂow
to the surface. Place the noodles in a bowl.
Add a tablespoon of butter. Thanks to this they
will not stick together.
Drain the poppy seeds and grind them twice with a meat
grinder. Add honey, raisins, almond ﬂakes, orange peel,
almond ﬂavour (but not too much) and chopped nuts. Mix
everything thoroughly. Combine the poppy seed mass with
noodles. Mix and put the dish into a bowl.

INGREDIENTS:
~ 2 onions (chopped into small bricks)
~ 4 salted herring ﬁllets (chopped into very small bricks)
~ big beetroot (cooked and grated on a thick grater)
~ 2 potatoes (cooked and grated on a thick grater)
~ 2 eggs (cooked and grated on a very small grater)
~ mayonnaise

The dish should be low but wide.
Put the onion on the bottom of the dish. It should be fully covered with
onion. Next, cover the bottom layer of the onion with the herring. Put more
onion on the herring (we all know that herring likes onion). Now, create a
thin layer of mayonnaise. Next, arrange the potato layer and cover it with
mayonnaise. Now, it is the turn to pub beetroots and cover them with another
thin layer of mayonnaise. Grind two eggs directly on the top in order to
create a beautiful white and yellow cover.

INGREDIENTS:

SPICES:

~ a large handful of dried forest mushrooms
(whole, there may be diﬀerent types)
~ soup vegetables: 3 carrots, 2 parsleys,
1/3 of celery, leek, 2 onions, 3-4 potatoes
~ lemon juice
~ frying oil

~ salt,
~ pepper,
~ bay leaf,
~ allspice,
~ sugar,

Pour a small amount of lukewarm water over the mushrooms. Leave it for the night.
Next day, cook it in the same water for about 20 minutes. Wash carrots, parsley, celery and leek.
Put vegetables into the pot. Place unskinned onion on the stove burner and singe it for about
(1-2 minutes). Put it into the pot with vegetables. Cover vegetables with water: add salt,
bay leaves, allspice and pepper. Cook on low heat for about 1, 5 hours.
Strain the vegetable bouillon after cooking. Add diced potatoes and boil them.
Remove mushrooms from brine and squeeze them. Cut a few caps into small cubes.
Chop the onions and fry them on the oil. Add chopped mushrooms. Fry the mixture for a while.
Pour mushroom brine into the pot with broth and potatoes (be careful not to pour the sand
that could be collected on the bottom of the dish). Add fried onion and season according to
one’s taste with salt, pepper and a little sugar. Additionally acidify with lemon juice.
Heat to a boiling point. Enjoy your meal!

POPPY SEED
FILLING:
~ ½ kg of poppy-seed
~ 100 g of Persian walnut
~ 100 g of raisins
~ 50 g of candied orange peel
~ 50 g of scalded peeled
and chopped almonds
~ about ½ cup of honey
(instead of sugar)
~ 2 eggs
~ water to scald the poppy-seed

DOUGH:
~ ½ kg of ﬂour
~ 1 ½ cup of milk
~ 50 g of fresh yeast
~ ½ cup of sugar
~ ¾ cup of oil
~ 2 eggs
~ pinch of salt

Scald the poppy-seed with hot water and leave it for

Knead the dough adding other ingredients and with a

the night. The next day, carefully strain and grind

great addition of love and patience! Knead until you see

three times through a ﬁne mesh sieve (preferably

bubbles coming out of dough. The dough should be left

the sieve used to make… terrine).

to rise again for about 20 minutes (after sprinkling with

If the honey is solid, heat it until it is molten. Be

ﬂour and covering with a clean cloth). After that, gently

careful, not to boil it. Mix all the ingredients.

knead, divide into 2-3 pieces. Roll out each piece.

Finally add eggs.

Put part of poppy-seed mass on the rolled out clump.

Caution! If the honey is hot, cool the dough

Spread it and roll. Put the rolls on the baking paper.

in order to prevent coagulation of eggs.

The paper can be oiled. Wrap two times, but do not
wrap too tight and leave clearance of 1-2 cm between

Create a yeast leaven…

the roll and the paper. Wrap every roll in paper.

Crumble, cover with about 2 table spoons of sugar,

Leave rolls in a worm place for 15 minutes to grow a bit.

add a little bit of salt, pour over with lukewarm milk

Bake it for about 50 minutes at 180°C until they get

(about half of a cup) and blend until yeast dissolves.

brown (the colour will be clearly visible through paper).

Add the ﬂour in order to achieve the consistency of

Take out, cut upwards through the paper and cool.

thick cream (about 5 tablespoons). Blend one more

Warm rolls can be covered with sugar and milk mixture

time. Sprinkle the top with a handful of ﬂour. Cover

using brush (the ratio of sugar to warm milk is 3:1).

everything with a clean cloth and put into a warm

Thanks to this, the crust of poppy-seed cake will gain

place until the leaven rises (for about 30 minutes) – it

gloss and sweetness.

is best to place it next to tiled stove or heater.
Note: the ingredients of the leaven should be

Wait for Christmas Eve… and eat with taste (praising

subtracted from the recipe for yeast dough.

the grandma of the CEO)!

We all know that bigos tastes the best
when it is repeatedly reheated.
That is why it should be reheated
while cooking. How to do it?

[MEAT VERSION]
Do it cleverly, in a few sprints.
Are you cutting a sausage
for breakfast? Turn on the heating
of the bigos pot, let it boil for a while

INGREDIENTS:
~ 0.5 kg sauerkraut
~ one head of fresh
white cabbage
~ dried forest
mushroms
~ smoked plums
~ dry red wine
~ Christmas
charcuterie
~ Christmas
dinner roast

SPICES

(according
to one’s taste):
~ caraway
~ allspice

[BASE]
Take the biggest pot you have. Put a few
handfuls of chopped sauerkraut seasoned
with caraway, allspice, bay leaf, juniper grain,
and grainy pepper. Add half glass of water
and stew for 30 minutes. The pot should be

as you add a decent amount
of Christmas sausage, ham and
smoked bacon into it. The more
diversity the better. Put it more, do not limit
yourself. The more fat the better.
Are you opening a wine for a supper? Pour a little
wine to bigos pot! Is it time for dinner? Prepare

~ bay leaf

covered. When it is necessary, stir and add

~ juniper grain

water.

~ grainy pepper

In the meantime shred the head of a fresh

And occasionally reheat bigos adding to it any

cabbage and add it to the pot. Add dried

available meat. In no time, after two or three days

mushrooms and plums. Reduce the heat

you will have a pot of tasty, aromatic,

to minimum and cook for one hour

repeatedly reheated bigos.

your meal and in the meantime heat the pot with
your bigos putting bits of dinner roast into it.

occasionally stirring. Do you get it?
Congratulations, you’ve created the
framework of a bigos. Now you can expand it
with additional components.

Enjoy your meal!

INGREDIENTS:

After 2 weeks, you can open the lid of container and full of tenderness take

~ 500 g of golden honey

the dough out of container. Divide the cake drastically into 3 equal parts.

from the most splendid Podlachian bees

~ 250 g of real butter
selected from the store shelf

~ 2 cups of sugar
~ 3 eggs from happy hens
~ 1 kg of wheat ﬂour
~ 3 tablespoons of soda
~ 1/2 cup of milk
~ nuts chef recommends hazelnuts :)
~ orange peel the smell of citrus in cold
weather… This is it!

~ 3 bags of ginger spices After all, it’s
the heart of a gingerbread!

~ 1/2 tablespoons of salt...
...a pinch of love, essential ingredient!
Omission threatens the failure
of the entire process of creation!

It’s time to prepare Christmas masterpiece!
Put honey, sugar and butter into the saucepan. Gradually
heat and stir to prevent sticking to the pan. Cool the
mixture down when everything looks like golden syrup.
Add other ingredients to cooled dough. Finally sprinkle
everything with a pinch of love. Knead to achieve a smooth
dough. Put everything into a container and place in a cool
room. Now you will have to exercise your patience! The
dough should ripen for 2 weeks. No matter what, do not
look into the container! All the best things in nature must
ripen.

Roll up the dough and put 3 rolled parts into 3 identical baking sheets.
Bake for about an hour in the oven preheated to 180°C.
Cool the pancakes down on the grill.
Interleave the pancakes with your favourite
preserves. Plum jam harmonizes well
with gingerbread. Pour everything
with chocolate and decorate
as beautifully as you can
in order to satisfy both
eyes and tummy.

DECORATION: 40 g of Persian walnuts + a few whole nuts

DOUGH:
~ 100 g of honey
~ 50 g of sugar
~ 50 ml of milk
~ 30 ml of rum

~ 125 g of butter
~ 3 teaspoons of baking soda
~ 500 g of baking wheat ﬂoor
~ 2 eggs

MOISTEN:

CREAM:

~ 50 g of honey
~ 50 of rum

~ 1 can (530 g) of sweetened
condensed milk or ready-made
dulce de leche paste
~ 250 g of soft butter
~ 125 g of Persian walnuts

DOUGH:

DULCE DE LECHE PASTE WITH PERSIAN

Mix honey with sugar in a saucepan and heat until

WALNUT:

ingredients dissolve. Then add milk, rum

You can use ready-made dulce de leche paste or prepare it

and butter to hot dough. After combining the

from sweet condensed milk with the use of recipe

ingredients add soda and cool dough. Put the ﬂour

presented below. Put the closed can of condensed milk into

into the bowl and add cooled dough from

a pot. Cover it fully with water. Boil the water for about 2.5

the saucepan. Mix the ingredients. Add eggs

hours. Use medium heat until the content of the heated can

and knead a smooth dough. Shape the dough into

will caramelize. Take the pot out of the pan and cool it.

a ball on pastry board covered with ﬂour. Divide

Grate soft butter to create a ﬂuﬀy dough and then

the ball into 6 equal parts.

gradually add cooled dulce de leche. Whisk until ﬂuﬀy

Take the mould with diameter of 24 cm. Put baking

cream is created. Shred the nuts and mix them with dough.

paper on the bottom of the mould. Roll up every
part of the dough in order to create clumps (add

SPREADING THE CAKE:

ﬂour if needed). Diameter of the clump should

Place the clumps one on another interleaving them with

be equal to diameter of the mould. Heat the oven

previously prepared cream. Cover the top and sides with

to 180°C (use bottom and top heaters without hot

cream. Cover the whole cake with shredded nuts. Put a few

air blower). Bake each clump for 7 min. (it should

halves of nuts on the top of the cake. Cover the cake

get lightly golden colour).

tightly with aluminium foil or put it into a closed cake
container. Put the cake in cold place for at least 2 days but

MOISTEN:

do not put it into the fridge. It’s best to bake the cake a

Mix rum with slightly warmed honey. Moisten each

week before in order to allow the tastes to combine. What

(cooled) clump with the use of e.g. brush.

is more the cake will not be so hard.

TOP:

CHEESE DOUGH:
~ 1 kg of cheesecake cottage cheese

according
to my experience it is best to use cheese produced by Wieluń
or Piątnica (of course you can use product from other
manufacturers but they should not be your ﬁrst choice)

~ 200 g (1 cup) of standard sugar
~ 3 tablespoons of wheat ﬂour (it is also
possible to use potato ﬂour)

~ 5 eggs

(from any hen; egg from a free run lady
tastes the same as an egg from the less fortunate
cage breaded one)

~ 125 ml of sweet 30% or 36 % cream
~ vanilla in any form: you can slice and pick grains
from one vanilla pod, but who wants to do it? Instead, you can buy
a bag of vanilla sugar with a real vanilla (this option
is usually preferred)

~ 250 ml of dense sour cream
(18% or 12%)
~ 3 tablespoons of ordinary
sugar (of course white sugar)

DECORATION:
~ sauce = fresh seasonal
strawberries and (or)
strawberry sauce (blend
strawberries – fresh or
frozen, it does not matter;
add sugar if the strawberries
are not very sweet, the taste
should not contort your mouth)

~ basil leaves for decoration
(it was always missing, later you will
not get confused whether
the decoration is edible or not).

Take the ingredients out of the fridge earlier and place them in a room
temperature (of course it concerns cheese and eggs ;)). Place baking paper
on the bottom of a cake tin with removable bottom (the diameter
of the cake tin should not be smaller than 20 cm). Close the hoop and allow
the paper outside. Spread butter or margarine on sides of cake tin.
Heat the oven to 175°C (top and bottom heater, without hot air). Put cheese,
sugar and ﬂour into the bowl of the mixer. Blend for about 2 minutes
with medium speed, until the dough is uniform. If it is necessary, use
the spatula to remove the dough from the bowl wall (you can test your
dexterity by trying to scrape the dough while the mixer is turned on).
Add one egg by another. Blend at medium speed for about 30 seconds
after adding each egg.
Add cream, vanilla and blend at medium speed to combine ingredients
for about half a minute.
Pour the mixture into prepared cake tin. Put it into the oven and bake
for 15 minutes. After that, lower the temperature to 120 °C and bake
for another 1.5 hour until the dough curdles (the middle of the cake can
be more rare).
Remove the cheesecake from the oven and spread the sour cream mixed
with sugar on it. Put the cake back into the over for next 15 minutes.
Remove the cheesecake from the oven and cool it by putting on the grill.
When it will completely cool down, remove the hoop and put it into
the fridge for the whole night without any cover.
Garnish the cake with strawberries (in season) and serve with sauce.

INGREDIENTS:

MAINTAINED
IN VINEGAR
MARINADE

~ 8 ﬁsh cubes of pollock
ﬁsh (or 1.5 kg)
~ 1 onion
~ 2 eggs
~ bread crumb
(about 1 cup)
~ salt, pepper

MARINADE:
~ 3 glasses of water
~ approx. from ½ to ¾ cup of vinegar
(for taste)

INGREDIENTS:
~ 1 cup of wheat grains

~ 4 spoons of honey

~ 1 cup of poppy seeds

~ 50 g of raisin

~ 1/2 cup of powdered sugar
(according to one’s taste)

~ 50 g of almonds

~ 3 spoons of Amaretto liqueur
or a few drops of almond extract

~ 1/2 of a cup
of sweet cream

Rinse the wheat. Pour it over with boiling water.
Leave if for the night. Next day, boil, strain
and pour over with fresh water. Boil until
tenderness (3-4 hours*). Strain again,

Grind the raw ﬁsh through a razor with the

Wash poppy seeds, scald with boiling

onions. Add 2 eggs to the grounded ﬁsh,

water, strain and grind in a grinder

breadcrumbs, lightly salt, add pepper.

with thick sieve. Combine with drained wheat

Form balls, coat in ﬂour and fry in fat.

with dissolved and heated honey, powdered
sugar and Amaretto liqueur or almond extract.

Cut 2-3 onions into slices, add allspice,

Add chopped dried fruit. Mix with cream

2-3 bay leaves, sugar and salt (for taste).

and put into the fridge for a few hours.

Boil everything, cool it and afterwards pour
the balls with the marinade.
* It is necessary to check the source of wheat. If it comes from the shop, it may be softened.
In such a case it does not require soaking and cooking for such a long time. Wheat bought directly
from a farmer or mill will require longer cooking time. In instant version of kutia, cooked grain
can be mixed with poppy seed and cream.

FILTERING:
Put the "batch" from the pot to the bucket with tap and hose. Slowly pour the content to another bucket
–use approximately 8 litres of water to draft at the temperature of around 70°C.

BREWING (60 MINUTES):
BATCH COMPOSITION
(FOR 20 LITRES OF BEER):
~ 3 kg of Pilsner malt
~ 1 kg of pale wheat malt
~ 500 g of oatmeal ﬂakes
~ 300 g of caramel dark malt
~ 300 g of pale caramel malt
~ 120 g of roasted barley

MASHING:
Put the batch into a 16 litre pot and mix
Heat to 64°C –hold for 50 minutes
Heatto 74°C –turn oﬀ the heater

Put the ﬁltered content into the pot and start boiling
At ﬁrst, add a little (about 30 g) of hop, e.g. Manum.

At the end of brewing (around 50. minute)
add spices:
~ white sugar - 500 g
~ vanilla sugar - 10 g
~ ground cinnamon - 5 g
~ freshly ground nutmeg - 5 g
~ chopped prunes - 100 g
~ gratered orange peel – a few pieces
~ whole carnations - 20 pieces
~ citra hops - 15 g

Cool everything down to about 25-30°C after
60 minutes as quickly as possible and add
previously prepared yeast US-05.Mix in sterile
conditions! Put aside for about 2 weeks
in a temperature about 17-19°C.
After two weeks (when it stops bubbling and after
adding approximately 150 g of sugar to referment)
you can pour the beer into the bottles.
Put bottles with your beer in the safe
place for at least one month.

